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1. Cover:  What do you think will happen in this book? List 3 things: 

 __________________________ ______________________ 

 __________________________ 

2. First Title Pages: When should people start getting check-ups from the 

 ______________________________  Why do you think this is a good idea? 

 What are the 2 rhyming words in this poem? ________________________ 

 What is the doctor’s name in this story? ____________________________ 

 Do you think the doctor will be a man or a lady bear? _________________ 

3. Second Title Pages: Was your guess about the doctor being a man or a lady  

 bear correct? ______ If not, were you surprised? Why? 

 What is the doctor’s full name? ______________________________ 

4. Pages 1-2: The following words have more than one syllable. Draw lines 

between the syllables. If you are not sure, look the words up in your 

dictionary. The first one is done for you: 

 ___to/mor/row___     ___Mama___     ___ready___     ___doctor___ 

 ___checkup___     ___Brother___     ___Sister___     ___worried___ 

 ___Grizzly___     ___growing___     ___healthy___ 

 Can you see any syllable patterns? Check these words: ready, healthy. What 

 syllable pattern do you see? Check these words: tomorrow, worried. What  

 syllable pattern do you see? What about this word: checkup? 



 Should we go to the doctor only when we’re sick? Why or why not? 

 Why should children go to the doctor for a checkup? ________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________ 

 Do you think bear cubs really go to the doctor for a checkup? Why or 

 why not? What about bear cubs that live in a zoo? What about pets? 

 What do we call an animal doctor? ______________________________ 

5. Pages 3-4:Does it hurt to go for a checkup to the doctor? Why or why not? 

 Do you think Sister Bear should be worried? Why or why not? 

 Why do the words “Will it hurt?” have quotation marks (“…”) around 

 them? __________________________________________________ 

 Why do they have a question mark at the end of the words? 

 _________________________________________________________ 

 Why do the words “Sister” and “Papa Bear” start with capital letters? 

 ___________________________________ 

6. Pages 5-6: Why should the Bears have a good breakfast? What do you usually 

 eat for breakfast? Do you have a healthy breakfast? 

 Count: Ducks _____     Bridges ____     Bears ____     Windows ____ 

 Back and front stairs: ____ + ____ = _____ 

7. Pages 7-8: Papa Bear says he sneezed because the road is dusty. What other 

 things could make him sneeze?   

 “Ah-choo!” is a word that is a sound. A fancy name for sound words is 

 onomatopoeia. Can you say that? Look it up in a dictionary to find out how 

 to pronounce that big word. 

  



What other “sound words” can you think of? List 4 of them here: 

_________________________  ________________________ 

_________________________  ________________________ 

8. Pages 9-10: Look at this sentence: “Bless you!”  Why does it have an

 exclamation mark? Some sentences end with question marks and 

 a few end with exclamation marks. But what punctuation mark do 

 most sentences end with? ___________________ 

 What does Papa Bear blame his sneeze on this time? _____________ 

 Do you think he is right? What do you think is causing his sneezes? 

 Brother Bear says, “Are we going to get shots?” What are shots? Why 

 do we have to get shots sometimes? Have you ever had shots? What  

 was it like? 

9. Pages 11-12: What are 3 things cubs can do at Dr. Grizzly’s office? Look at 

 the pictures AND the words: 

 ______________________              _________________________ 

 ______________________              _________________________ 

 Are there things for children to do at your doctor’s office? What kinds of 

 things? What about at your dentist’s office? 

10. Pages 13-14: Why do you think some of the smallest cubs look worried? 

 Some of the bear cubs have gone to the doctor’s office for checkups. 

 But other cubs are there for different reasons. Why does one cub have 

 a cast on his leg? Have you ever had to wear a cast, or do you know 

 someone who has had a cast? What happened? Have you ever written 

 your name or drawn a picture on someone’s cast? 

 



11. Pages 15-16: What are three things Doctor Grizzly does at the bear cubs’ 

 checkup? 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 What other things do you predict Dr. Grizzly might do? 

12. Pages 17-18: What are three more things Doctor Grizzly does at the bear 

 cubs’ checkup? 

 ________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________ 

 Was your prediction correct? 

 How do you write “ninety-eight point six” with numbers? ___________ 

 Sometimes we write “Doctor” but other times we write “Dr.”   Which of 

 these are an “abbreviation”? _____________ 

13. Pages 19-20: What are two more things Dr. Grizzly does at the bear cubs’ 

 checkup? 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 Have you ever had your eyes checked? Did you use a chart with letters, 

 like Brother Bear, or did you use a special chart with Es, like Sister Bear?   

14. Pages 21-22: Oh! Papa Bear sneezed again! Why do you think he sneezed 

 this time? 

 _________________________________________________________ 



 Who do you predict will be the brave little cub who is going to show the 

 other cubs how to take a shot? _____________________________ 

15. Pages 23-24: Why do we need to get booster shots? 

 _______________________________________________________ 

 Do booster shots hurt a lot or just a little? _____________________ 

 Which bear cub was brave? ______________________ Was your  

 prediction right or wrong?  

 What are other kinds of medicine used for? ____________________ 

 ________________________________________________________ 

 What are some kinds of medicines we can use to help us keep from 

 getting sick? 

 _______________________________________________________ 

16. Pages 25-26: Oh my! Papa Bear sneezed again! A BIG sneeze! Why do you 

 think he sneezed this time? 

17. Pages 27-28: When the doctor checks Papa Bear, she finds three things that 

 make her think that Papa Bear might be sick. What are those things? 

 ___________________________ _________________________ 

 ___________________________ 

 Can you think of other things that are signs of sickness? We call signs of 

 sickness “symptoms.” What are two more symptoms you can think of? 

 ___________________________ _________________________ 

18. Page 29: What is that gooey pink stuff that Papa Bear is having in this 

 this picture? _____________________  What does “prescribe” mean? (If 

 you don’t know, why not look it up in the dictionary?) 



Answer and Discussion Sheet 

1. Cover: Prediction of what will happen in this book: answers will vary. 

2. First Title Pages: Start getting checkups "while you are young." // Good idea? 

Various answers // 2 rhyming words: tongue/young // Doctor's name: Doctor 

Grizzly // guess: man or lady doctor 

3. Second Title Pages: was guess correct? yes or no // If not, why? Answers will 

vary // Doctor's full name: Dr. Gert Grizzly. 

4. Pages 1-2: to/mor/row, Ma/ma, read/y, doc/tor, check/up, Broth/er, Sis/ter, 

wor/ried, Griz/zly, grow/ing, health/y // ready & healthy: syllable break before 

the "y" // tomorrow; worried: syllable break between the double letters; checkup: 

compound word, syllable break between the words. // No, we should also go for 

checkups to make sure we're healthy // Bear cubs in the wild don't go to the 

doctor unless researchers go out and check them, but bear cubs in a zoo will be 

checked; pets should also be checked // An animal doctor is called a veternarian 

5. Pages 3-4: Checkups don't usually hurt, though shots or small pokes or prods 

may hurt just a bit // No, Sister shouldn't be worried because checkups are safe 

and pretty much painless // The quotation marks show that these are the words 

Sister is actually speaking // The question mark shows the words are a question // 

Sister and Papa Bear are their names, and names are capitalized. 

6. Pages 5-6: Bears (and people) should have a good breakfast to that they have 

energy and health for the day // What your child usually eats for breakfast: 

answers will vary // Did you have a healthy breakfast? (Answers will vary; this is a 

good opportunity to discuss what foods are healthy, and mention the Food 

Groups // 4 ducks/ 1 bridge/ 4 bears/ 11 windows (plus car window) / stairs: 

6+3=9 

7. Pages 7-8: Other things that could make him sneeze: answers will vary, such as 

pepper, pollen, etc. // [on-uh-mat-uh-pee-uh] // animal sounds like moo, bow-

wow, etc.; also works like boom, honk, etc.  



8. Pages 9-10: Exclamation mark used to show strong feelings or loud speaking // 

Most sentences end with a period. // Papa Bear says bright sunlight made him 

sneeze. // Do you think he's right? Answers will vary // What do you think is 

causing his sneezes? Answers will vary // A shot is a small amount of medicine the 

doctor puts into a patient with a needle. // We usually get shots to prevent 

illness. Sometimes needles are also used to inject medicine for sickness. // Have 

you ever had shots? Answers will vary. 

9. Pages 11-12: Things a cub can do at Dr. Grizzly's office: look at picture books, 

look at pictures on the wall, do puzzles, play with toys, sit and wait quietly. // 

Things to do at your doctor's or dentist's office: answers will vary. 

10. Pages 13-14: Why some small cubs look worried: answers will vary // The cub 

with a cast has a broken leg (or possibly torn ligaments or other serious leg injury, 

or has had an operation) // Personal experiences with casts and writing on casts: 

answers will vary. 

11. Pages 15-16: Things Dr. Grizzly does: weighed and measured the cubs, listened 

to their chests with a stethoscope, poked them to check on everything inside. // 

Prediction of other things the doctor might do: answers will vary. 

12. Pages 17-18: More things Dr. Grizzly does: take their temperature, check their 

throats, look at their eyes, ears and noses // prediction correct? yes or no // 

ninety-eight point six: 98.6 // Dr. is an abbreviation. 

13. Pages 19-20: More things Dr. Grizzly does: tests their hearing, tests their 

eyesight // personal questions about eye checkups: answers will vary 

14. Pages 21-22: Why Papa Bear sneezed this time: guesses/predictions will vary 

// prediction about which is the brave little cub: probably Sister or Brother Bear 

(but some children might think it is one of the other bear cubs in the doctor's 

office, as well) 

15. Pages 23-24: Booster shots are special medicine to keep you from getting sick. 

// They generally hurt just a little. // Sister Bear was brave. // Prediction right or 

wrong (will vary) // Other kinds of medicine are taken after you get sick, to help 



you get better. // Some medicines to help us keep from getting sick: booster shots 

(immunizations), flu shots, vitamins and minerals; also some people take 

preventative medicines such as aspirins for those with heart problems, or insulin 

for those with diabetes 

16. Pages 25-26: Another guess about why Papa Bear sneezed-- answers will vary 

17. Pages 27-28: Three things that show Papa might be sick: temperature above 

normal, red throat, stuffed nose // Other symptons: loss of appetite, feeling 

nauseous, pain, hives or rashes, etc. 

18. Page 29: The pink stuff is cold medicine. // "Prescribe" means the doctor tells 

the patient what medicine to take to get better. The doctor may write the name 

of the medicine on a slip of paper to be taken to the pharmacist at the drug store; 

this is a prescription. 

 


